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Near-infrared vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) spectra in the region 1500-850 nm are recorded for both
enantiomers of camphor and fenchone using a home-built dispersive instrument. Two CH-stretching overtone
regions and two CH-stretching/HCH-bending combination regions are investigated. The near-infrared VCD
data are examined and compared with the corresponding previously published data of (3R)-(+)-methylcy-
clopentanone and (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone. The absorption spectra of both the fundamental and overtone
regions are also considered, and the fundamental CH-stretching VCD data are taken into account, where
possible. An empirical assignment of the spectra is first considered, with special regard to the second CH-
stretching overtone region. This region is then investigated by a heuristic approach based on DFT calculations,
using the hybrid functional B3LYP at the 6-31G** basis set level. Subsequently rotational strengths have
been evaluated by use of a classical model based on the contribution of polarizable groups to the optical
activity. The same models are also used to interpret the VCD spectra between 2000 and 3000 wavenumbers
for (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone-d4.
I. Introduction
Camphor and fenchone are natural products belonging to the
class of essential oils. They are optically active, and the most
abundant enantiomers are (+)-camphor, which is extracted
mainly from the bark of the tree cinnamonum camphora, and
(-)-fenchone, which is abundant in fennel. They are useful as
test compounds for basic chemical studies, especially in relation
to their chiroptical properties. Indeed the two molecules 1 and
2, for which the structures of the (1S)-enantiomers are reported
below, were investigated by circular dichroism (CD) spectros-
copy, both in the near-UV1,2 and in the vacuum UV region,3,4
by vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) spectroscopy and
through vibrational analysis.5-9
Recently the investigation of the specific rotation by means
of current theory has also been closely considered, and matching
theory with experiment would be quite desirable and informa-
tive.10-12 Both types of molecules are structurally quite rigid,
and this constitutes an important reason for studying them, even
though they may look rather complex because of the high
number of vibrational degrees of freedom.
In this work we consider the VCD spectra of 1 and 2 and of
their enantiomeric counterparts in the CH-stretching overtone
regions and CH-stretching/HCH-bending combination regions
between 1500 and 850 nm (6700-12000 cm-1) (near-infrared
(NIR) region), with the aim of adding new information on these
molecules and possibly to tie it to some of the chiroptical
properties explored in the literature.1-12 We had already
published in the past some NIR-VCD data for 1 and 2 and for
some related compounds.13,14 However, we have recently
improved our apparatus for measuring NIR-VCD, obtaining
better VCD data in the overtone region at ¢V ) 3, new VCD
data at ¢V ) 4 for fenchone, and VCD data in the yet
unexplored regions of CH-stretchings/HCH-bendings combina-
tions. We will complement our studies with the consideration
of VCD and absorption data in the region 2800-7000 cm-1
(3600-1500 nm) from the literature15 or from some of our
previous unpublished experiments, the results of which we are
going to report here. We need to mention that quite recently
Nafie’s group has obtained nice NIR-VCD spectra on camphor
and related compounds.16 An empirical analysis of all our data
for both camphor and fenchone allows one to conjecture on
which CH-stretchings are the most important ones in generating
VCD in the overtone regions. In the last part of the paper we
report on two sorts of calculations. On the basis of the local
mode hypothesis,17,18 we propose a heuristic protocol that allows
one to calculate the VCD and absorption spectra as the
superposition of the 16 VCD and absorption spectra of the 16
deuterated species of camphor and fenchone, where just one
CH is left undeuterated. The calculations for each isotopomer
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are obtained by the use of the GAUSSIAN package,19 exploiting
the DFT approach. In our protocol, VCD and absorption
intensities are calculated ab initio for ¢V ) 1 transitions and
are just transferred to the overtone region under study, whereas
frequencies are built by Birge-Sponer relations,20 taking the
harmonic part from the ab initio calculations and assuming a
common anharmonicity value for all 16 CH-stretchings. Another
model is also applied just for the calculation of dipole and
rotational strengths, to verify the influence of the polarizability
of the CdO bond on the CH-stretchings signals. We calculate
the magnetic dipole moments as proposed for IR-VCD in some
previous works21,22 that are adaptations of earlier works for UV
circular dichroism (UV-CD) and optical rotation (OR).23-26 The
two approaches are compared, by considering camphor and
fenchone and also (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone and (3R)-
(+)-methylcyclohexanone. VCD data of the latter compound
in the infrared range has been analyzed several times; we
mention here one of the most recent ab initio analyses by Devlin
and Stephens.27
II. Experimental/Material and Methods
(a) Description of Instruments. The instrument that we
employed for recording NIR-VCD spectra is a modified version
of the one that we described in ref 14. We used here an InGaAs
detector cooled by the Peltier effect (down to -10 °C), which
we bought from Electro Optical System (EOS). Also, a new
sample compartment was added between the monochromator
and linear polarizer to take absorption baseline (ABL) spectra.
The first modification allows one to get rid of thermal
fluctuations and to obtain considerably flatter average spectra
for an enatiomeric pair, with respect to our earlier experiments.14
The second change is essential for getting rid of artifacts
connected to the absorption features, and its importance had
been already pointed out in ref 28.
We also recorded absorption spectra of fenchone in the IR
region up to 7000 cm-1 on a JASCO FTIR 470-plus spectrom-
eter (4 cm-1 resolution). The IR-VCD spectra presented in
Figures 1A and 8 were recorded at the University of Minnesota
in the laboratory of the late Professor A. Moscowitz’s group,
and the apparatus has been described several times in the
literature.28
(b) Description of Measurements. The NIR-VCD spectra
reported here were obtained as follows: we consider the
difference between the CD spectra recorded with the sample
placed between the photoelastic modulator and detector and the
CD spectra in the so-called ABL position, namely, with the
sample placed before the linear polarizer. Finally we divided
the latter result by the DC signal obtained with the same
apparatus. In most cases we took from 2 to 10 scans for each
spectrum. When possible, we examined both enantiomers, to
verify that mirror-image spectra be obtained. The samples of
fenchones and camphors were purchased from Aldrich and were
used as obtained without further purification.
2,2,5,5-d4-(3R)-(+)-Methylcyclopentanone was prepared from
(3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone, using the procedure outlined
in refs 29 and 30. The samples were either neat liquids or CCl4
solutions. We employed quartz cells with 5-mm path length for
measurements between 1500 and 1100 nm and 10- or 5-cm cells
for measurements between 1100 and 800 nm. (see figure
captions for further details).
III. Results and Discussion
(a) Empirical Correlations. In Figure 1 we report the
absorption and VCD spectra (when available) for both
enantiomers of fenchone in the spectroscopic regions that are
described below and are designated by the collective labels Vs
for the CH-stretching quantum number and Vb for the HCH-
bending quantum number: 2800-3100 cm-1 corresponding to
(¢Vs ) 1, ¢Vb ) 0) (apart from possible Fermi resonance
contributions with ¢Vs ) 0, ¢Vb ) 2 states); 5550-6150 cm-1
corresponding to (¢Vs ) 2, ¢Vb ) 0); 1300-1100 nm
corresponding to (¢Vs ) 3, ¢Vb ) 0); 1000-850 nm corre-
sponding to (¢Vs ) 4, ¢Vb ) 0); and 3950-4550 cm-1
corresponding to (¢Vs ) 1, ¢Vb ) 1); 1500-1300 nm
corresponding to (¢Vs ) 2, ¢Vb ) 1); 1100-950 nm corre-
sponding to (¢Vs ) 3, ¢Vb ) 1). For camphor the corresponding
data for the regions (¢Vs ) 2, ¢Vb ) 1) and further are reported
in Figure 2; the data for lower frequency regions, namely, for
(¢Vs ) 1, ¢Vb ) 0), for (¢Vs ) 1, ¢Vb ) 1), and for (¢Vs ) 2,
¢Vb ) 0) can be found in ref 15.
Let us first consider the absorption spectra of pure
overtones (¢Vs ) 1-4; ¢Vb ) 0). The absorption spectra at
¢Vs ) 3,4 are remarkably similar for fenchone and camphor
and consist of just one fairly narrow band with few shoulders,
indicating that it is due to pure overtone states with all Vs quanta
on isolated CHs, which are vibrating independently of each other
and have more or less the same frequency. Also the spectra at
¢Vs ) 1 are rather similar for the two molecules, consisting of
a strong absorption band on the high-frequency side (ca. 2960
cm-1) in correspondence of CH3 and CH2 antisymmetric normal
modes,15,30,31 a prominent shoulder at ca. 2930 cm-1, and a
weaker band at ca. 2880 cm-1, in correspondence of CH3/CH2
symmetric normal modes. Fermi resonance contributions to these
features are possible. The similarity in the absorption spectra
of fenchone and camphor is not so striking at ¢Vs ) 2, but it is
still quite notable (compare the data of Figure 1 and those in
ref 15). For both molecules one observes two bands, the one at
lower frequency corresponding to pure first overtone transitions
to (0,...,2,...,0)-type states, the one at higher frequency corre-
sponding to transition to (0,...,1,...,1,...,0)-type combination
states. In passing we remind that in many cases the band at
lower frequency in this region, which corresponds to a pure
overtone in a local mode picture, has been observed not to be
the most intense.32 In fact this region has intermediate charac-
teristics between the local mode regime and the normal mode
regime.
On this basis one can consider in Figure 3 the Birge-Sponer
plots20 for 1 and 2, where we report as dots the observed
frequencies öVs divided by the stretching overtone order Vs versus
Vs. Since in a simplified local oscillator model, CHs are thought
to vibrate independently of one another, one may assume17,18
Thus one may derive the values of the harmonic frequency
ös0 and of the anharmonicity łs by least-squares fitting of the
lowest frequency value observed in each overtone region (pure
local modes). We report such values in Table 1 and compare
them with the values previously derived on the basis of similar
studies for cyclohexanone,33 cyclopentanone,33 and cyclopen-
tane.34,35 The three latter molecules are the three ring structures
that compose 1 and 2, despite differences in the ring conforma-
tions. It is remarkable that, in the limits of the accuracy of the
present study and with only one exception, there is a strong
similarity in the mechanical frequencies of the CHs of cyclo-
hexanone, cyclopentanone, and cyclopentane with the CHs of
fenchone and camphor. We remind, e.g., that cyclohexane has
quite different values for ös0 (ös0 ) 2975 and 2999 cm-1 for
axial and equatorial CHs, respectively34). This leads us to
öVs ) (ös
0 - łs)Vs - łsVs2 (1)
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Figure 1. Absorption and vibrational circular dichroism spectra in the infrared and near-infrared for the two enantiomers of fenchone. (A) Absorption
and VCD spectra at ¢Vs ) 1, ¢Vb ) 0 (recorded at the University of Minnesota); 0.060-cm path length CaF2 cell for 0.05 M CCl4 solutions. (B)
Absorption spectrum at ¢Vs ) 1, ¢Vb ) 1 (top); absorption spectrum at ¢Vs ) 2, ¢Vb ) 0 (bottom) both taken with Jasco FTIR 470 plus instrument
for neat liquid in a 0.2-mm quartz cell. (C) Absorption and VCD spectra at ¢Vs ) 2, ¢Vb ) 1 (top) and absorption and VCD spectra at ¢Vs ) 3,
¢Vb ) 0 (bottom) both for neat liquid in a 0.5-cm quartz cell. (D) Absorption spectra at ¢Vs ) 3, ¢Vb ) 1 (top) for neat liquid in a 5-cm quartz
cell and absorption and VCD spectra at ¢Vs ) 4, ¢Vb ) 0 (bottom) for neat liquid in a 10-cm quartz cell. In parts C and D the reported average
VCD spectra provide a sort of confidence criteria.
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conclude that the observed fact that the ¢Vs ) 3,4 regions are
composed of just one narrow absorption band has its explanation
in very similar CH bond stretchings in all the three molecular
moieties. We also observe that the Birge-Sponer line drawn
in Figure 3 according with the values of ös0 and łs reported in
Table 1 passes very close to the value of öVs/Vs for the central
shoulder in the region ¢Vs ) 1.
Now let us consider the absorption spectra of combination
modes regions (¢Vs ) 1-3, ¢Vb ) 1). Also here we notice a
strongly similar behavior of the two molecules in the three
regions. The interpretation of the combination spectra though
is much more difficult than for the pure overtones spectra. We
notice that in all the three regions there is a broad absorption
continuum at low wavenumbers/high wavelengths. At high
wavenumbers/low wavelengths there is a more or less resolved
doublet with shoulders for ¢Vs ) 1 and 2, which becomes a
single prominent peak with a shoulder on the high-frequency
side at ¢Vs ) 3. Following a Dunham-type expansion,20 for the
energies EVs,Vb for CH-stretching/HCH-bending combination
modes, one obtains
An acceptable simplifying hypothesis is that the more intense
and well-resolved peaks in the combination regions (Figures
1B-D and 2A-B) are due to states with Vb ) 1. For small
values of łsb the differences between the observed frequencies
in contiguous regions of combinations and pure overtones,
namely öVs,Vb)1 - öVs,Vb)0, is close to a bending fundamental,
among the 14 ones, observed for fenchone and camphor.5 Indeed
nearly the same bending frequency value (ca. 1435 cm-1) is
obtained (a) if one considers the most intense frequency peak
at Vs ) 3, Vb ) 1 minus the overtone frequency Vs ) 3, Vb ) 0;
(b) the lower frequency of the two most intense peaks in the
region Vs ) 2, Vb ) 1 minus the overtone frequency Vs ) 2, Vb
) 0, which was attributed to (0,...,2,...,0) local modes; (c) the
higher frequency observed in the region Vs ) 1, Vb ) 1 minus
the antisymmetric mode frequency in the Vs ) 1, Vb ) 0 region
(indeed antisymmetric stretching modes and bending modes can
be considered independent of each other for symmetry reasons).
Moreover, taking the difference EVs,1 - E0,1, one obtains
Equation 3 is similar to eq 1. Inserting öVs)0,Vb)1 ) 1435
cm-1 as representative of the HCH-bending frequencies, a plot
of (öVs,Vb)1 - öVs)0,Vb)1)/Vs versus Vs gives indeed a straight line
parallel to that of ös/Vs versus Vs (same slope łs and slightly
different intercept with the ordinate axis by -3/2łsb) for the
most intense peaks in the three combination regions (at lowest
wavelength/highest wavenumber). This analysis shows that the
most intense peaks in the combination regions are assignable,
in a rough approximation, to Vs quanta of pure CH-stretching
local modes plus one quantum of HCH-bending; the perturbation
brought in by all other possible combinations may explain the
broad continuum and possibly the splittings, but will be ignored
here. This gives us a first clue to the interpretation of the VCD
spectra of this previously unexplored region.
Let us now turn to the analysis of the VCD spectra of pure
CH-stretching overtones. If one considers the VCD spectra
for ¢Vs ) 3,4 in Figures 1 and 2, one notices the following
facts: (i) The VCD spectra for camphor are intrinsically weaker
than the corresponding ones of fenchone by approximately a
factor of 2. (ii) At ¢Vs ) 3 the VCD spectrum of fenchone
(Figure 1C) consists of two broad bands with the same sign,
the most intense one sitting exactly under the major absorption.
Instead, camphor (Figure 2A) shows a clear bisignate couplet,
in correspondence of the major absorption peak, the lower
wavelength band of the couplet being more intense. In addition,,
a third VCD band of alternating sign appears at still lower
wavelength (see also ref 16). (iii) At ¢Vs ) 4 the structuring
evidenced in the VCD spectrum of fenchone at ¢Vs ) 3 is lost,
possibly as a result of low efficiency of our apparatus there,
and only one VCD band remains in correspondence of the major
absorption band, correlating in sign with the datum at ¢Vs ) 3
(Figure 1D). For camphor, the triplet of signed VCD bands of
the preceding region is observed also here in the same order,
but we point out that the signal-to-noise ratio in this region is
not very good (Figure 2B). (iv) Finally the most intense VCD
band has the same sign for (-)-camphor as for (-)-fenchone,
Figure 1. Continued.
EVs,Vb ) ös
0(Vs + 12) - łs(Vs + 12)2 + öb0(Vs + 12) -
łb(Vb + 12)2 - łsb(Vs + 12)(Vb + 12) (2)
öVs,Vb)1 - öVs)0,Vb ) 1 ) (ös0 - łs - 32łsb)Vs - łsVs2 (3)
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which have opposite absolute configuration (AC) at stereogenic
carbons 1 and 4 (see the structures above). At ¢Vs ) 2 we have
just the VCD data for camphor from ref 15. We notice that the
major VCD feature is in correspondence with the absorption
band that has been assigned above to the pure first overtone
and correlates in sign with the VCD data at ¢Vs ) 3. Finally at
Figure 2. Absorption and vibrational circular dichroism spectra in the near-infrared for the two enantiomers of camphor. (A) Absorption and VCD
spectra at ¢Vs ) 2, ¢Vb ) 1 (top) and absorption and VCD spectra at ¢Vs ) 3, ¢Vb ) 0 (bottom), both for 3 M solutions in CCl4 in a 0.5-cm quartz
cell. (B) Absorption and VCD spectra at ¢Vs ) 3, ¢Vb ) 1 for 3 M solution in CCl4 in a 5-cm quartz cell (top) and absorption and VCD spectra
at ¢Vs ) 4, ¢Vb ) 0 for 3 M solution in CCl4 in a 10-cm quartz cell (bottom). In both cases also average VCD spectra are provided.
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¢Vs ) 1 one has five VCD bands, which alternate in sign for
fenchone (this work) and for camphor,15 except for the two
minor features at lowest frequency in camphor. Except for the
latter features, the observed VCD bands for (1S)-(-)-camphor
and (1R)-(-)-fenchone have the same sign, and similar peak
position and intensity. It is interesting to notice that the VCD
band in the fundamental region at about 2930 cm-1, in
correspondence to the absorption shoulder that was seen above
to correlate with the major absorption peaks at higher overtone
order via the Birge-Sponer line, has the same sign as the major
VCD band at ¢Vs ) 2-4. As noticed above, all the CH-
stretching modes produce absorption signals in fairly narrow
regions of each overtone order, so it is hard to identify the CH-
stretchings that are responsible for the vibrational optical activity
or at least to reduce the number of CHs on the basis of simple
band separation. Though if one takes into account that the VCD
spectra of the enantiomers of fenchone and camphor with the
same AC are opposite for almost each single band at ¢Vs ) 1
and for the sum of all VCD bands at ¢Vs ) 3 (and possibly
¢Vs ) 4), one is tempted to conclude that the vibrational optical
activity is mostly generated in a molecular moiety of opposite
configuration in the two enantiomers of camphor and fenchone
with the same AC. Among the CH bonds of the three rings,
just one fragment exists with opposite chirality relative to the
CdO bond in the two molecules; it is located within the
cyclopentanone moiety and contains three CH bonds, namely,
the CH2CH fragment for carbons 7 and 4 of (+)-fenchone AND
the CH2CH fragment for carbons 3 and 4 of (-)-camphor (see
Figure 4). Also the fragments defined by the three methyls in
the two molecules have opposite configurations in the two
molecules. All of the other fragments in the other two moieties
of the two molecules, namely, in the cyclohexanone and
cyclopentane moieties, have the same chirality for the two
molecules. The fact that the cyclopentanone moiety is important
for optical activity had been previously pointed out in ref 4, in
interpreting the CD signals of the two lowest electronic
transitions, namely, the n f ð* and the one with next higher
frequency; therein it had already been noticed as an important
fact that both electronic transitions are of opposite sign for the
same AC of camphor and fenchone. In any case our empirical
correlations need to be confirmed by ab initio or at least by
model calculations; an attempt in that direction will be presented
below.
Let us finally shortly comment on the VCD spectra of
bending-stretching combination regions. For fenchone, we
notice from Figure 1C that the VCD band in correspondence
with the major absorption peak has the same sign for the region
(¢Vs ) 2, ¢Vb ) 1) that we have investigated with respect to
the (¢Vs ) 3, ¢Vb ) 0) region. For the region (¢Vs ) 3, ¢Vb )
1) we do not have good enough data. For camphor, the data for
the (¢Vs ) 1, ¢Vb ) 1) region from ref 15 shows the VCD
feature in correspondence with the major absorption bands. For
the further regions (¢Vs ) 2, ¢Vb ) 1) and (¢Vs ) 3, ¢Vb ) 1)
(Figure 2A and B) this is still observed. In contrast to the
absorption data, the VCD data are hard to rationalize for these
regions; we have reported them just for completeness.
(b) Calculations. One of the findings of the present study is
the sign difference for the overall VCD for each overtone or
Figure 3. Birge-Sponer plots for the absorption features of fenchone
(top) and camphor (bottom). For fenchone we used the experimental
frequencies of the present work. For camphor we utilized data of the
present work plus data from ref 15.
TABLE 1: Comparison of Harmonic Frequencies ös0 and Anharmonicities łs for Camphor and Fenchone, Experimentally
Determined from Plots of Figure 3, with the Corresponding Values Determined in References 33-35 for Cylopentanone,
Cyclohexanone, and Cyclopentanea
cyclopentanone
(ref 33)
cyclohexanone
(ref 33)
cyclopentane
(refs 34,35)camphor
(this work)
fenchone
(this work) ax eq ax eq ax eq
ös0(cm-1) 3062 3063 R 3065 3085 R 3000 3070 3047 3049
łs (cm-1) 62 62 67 61 62 63 67 67
ös0(cm-1) â,ç 3065 3097 â,ç 3062 3062 3075 3061
łs (cm-1) 67 65 67 67 65.3 63.1
a For the latter cases different experimental features were assigned to axial and equatorial CH bonds in the molecular ring, and eventually further
distinction by the distance from the CdO bond (R or â position) is given.
Figure 4. Chemical structures of (1S)-(+)-fenchone and (1S)-(-)-
camphor and geometries of the cyclopentanone moieties thereof (see
text).
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combination region for the two quite similar molecules (1S)-
(+)-fenchone and (1S)-(-)-camphor, with the same absolute
configuration. This can be clearly seen looking at the region
(¢Vs ) 3, ¢Vb ) 0), where one can also appreciate that two
broad unresolved VCD bands have the same sign for fenchone
and three different VCD bands alternate in sign for camphor.
Another striking sign inversion had been observed for (3R)-
(+)-methylcyclohexanone and (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone:
13,14 for the latter compound the VCD spectra were consistently
observed for ¢Vs ) 2, 3, 4, ¢Vb ) 0 to exhibit a minus sign in
the major VCD feature and for the former one a plus sign for
the corresponding major VCD feature. This has stimulated us
to check whether a common mechanism for the generation of
vibrational optical activity in the overtone region exists in
CdO containing molecules, as hinted already in ref 14. We
have verified this conjecture by performing two types of
calculations. The first type is based on ab initio calculations of
frequencies, dipole strengths, and rotational strengths at ¢Vs )
1 for the 16 d15-isotopomers of camphor and fenchone, namely,
those isotopomers with one CH and 15 CD bonds in all possible
permutations, and the second type is based on ab initio
calculations of frequencies and on model classical calculations
of dipole and rotational strengths. (For (3R)-(+)-methylcyclo-
hexanone the considered isotopomers are the d11 ones, and for
(3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone are the d9 ones). Let us describe
them shortly and report the corresponding results.
(b1) Approach based Only on ab Initio Calculations. The
first approach is heuristic. It is well-known that local mode
overtone spectroscopy gives information about mechanical
frequencies similar to selective deuteration;17,36 on this basis
we decided to use state-of-the-art calculations for fundamental
transitions in deuterated molecules leaving only one undeuter-
ated CH group at a time. We have used DFT calculations based
on B3LYP functional37 and 6-31G** basis set,38 as obtained
by GAUSSIAN98.19 The fully optimized geometries have been
taken into account. We have considered one conformation for
the methyls. As for the conformation of the six- and five-
membered rings in (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone and (3R)-
(+)-methylcyclopentanone, respectively, we have considered the
two chair or half-chair conformers with the methyl in the
equatorial and axial position. The calculated energy separation
between the lowest energy conformer (the one with the
equatorial methyl) and the other one is 1.57 kcal/mol for (3R)-
(+)-methylcyclohexanone and 1.23 kcal/mol for (3R)-(+)-
methylcyclopentanone, as per GAUSSIAN.
For calculating frequencies, dipole strengths, and rotational
strengths we propose the following protocol:
(I) Frequencies. We take the values for ös0 for isolated CH
frequencies obtained ab initio, without scaling factors, for the
16 d15-isotopomers of fenchone and camphor and for the 10
and 12 d9- and d11-isotopomers of (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopenta-
none and (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone, respectively. All of
these values are reported in column 2 of Tables 2-4. We ob-
serve two important facts: first, the calculated frequencies for
fenchone and camphor fall in a very narrow interval, and second,
the calculated values for ös0 are not too different from the
experimentally determined mechanical frequencies, being sys-
tematically higher by ca. 30 cm-1 (see Table 1). This result is
TABLE 2: (3R)-(+)-Methylcyclopentanone (Half-Chair Conformer with CH3 in Both Equatorial and Axial Positions)a
(3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone; equatorial CH3 (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone; axial CH3
groups and
assignmentb ös0 (cm-1) ì (¢Vs ) 3) (nm) R ab initio
R (¢Vs ) 3)
pol. model ös0 (cm-1) ì (¢Vs ) 3) (nm) R ab initio
R (¢Vs ) 3)
pol. model
CH2-R peq 3109.6 1178.0 6.46 2.22 3107.2 1179.0 -6.36 -2.28
peq 3109.2 1178.2 4.78 2.09 3105.2 1179.8 -6.39 -2.09
pax 3050.0 1203.0 -3.22 -2.6 3059.3 1199.3 1.36 2.6
pax 3029.5 1212.3 -1.29 -2.57 3046.8 1204.8 2.38 2.59
C*H ax 3017.5 1217.6 -5.48 0.44 3064.4 1197.1 -6.18 0.47
CH2-â eq 3094.1 1184.5 5.55 -0.4 3092.1 1185.4 -5.89 0.4
ax 3047.5 1204.5 -5.51 0.47 3063.9 1197.4 3.23 -0.47
CH3 3091.0 1185.8 6.21 0.21 3091.1 1185.8 2.57 0.6
3086.2 1187.8 -3.86 0.08 3089.8 1186.3 -3.81 -0.34
3075.4 1192.4 -0.31 -0.2 3076.9 1191.8 1.99 0.02
a Assignment (1st column), ab initio calculated frequencies for the fundamental (¢V ) 1, 2nd and 6th columns), calculated wavelengths for the
2nd overtone (¢V ) 3, 3rd and 7th columns) as proposed in the text. Calculated rotational strengths out of GAUSSIAN for ¢V ) 1 in 10-44 esu2
cm2 units (4th and 8th columns) and based on the classical model presented in the text (5th and 9th columns) in 10-47esu2 cm2 units. b pax and peq
mean pseudoaxial and pseudoequatorial, respectively; ax and eq mean truly axial and truly equatorial, respectively.
TABLE 3: (3R)-(+)-Methylcyclohexanone (Chair Conformer with CH3 in Both Equatorial and Axial Positions)a
(3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone; equatorial CH3 (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone; axial CH3groups and
assignment ös0 (cm-1) ì (¢Vs ) 3) (nm) R ab initio R pol. model ös0 (cm-1) ì (¢Vs ) 3) (nm) R ab initio R pol. model
CH2-R eq 3111.8 1177.1 -2.92 -0.49 3110.5 1177.7 3.38 0.43
eq 3104.3 1180.2 2.8 0.44 3103.9 1180.4 -3.56 -0.35
ax 3029.4 1212.4 -9.26 2.22 3033.2 1210.7 -11.73 2.18
ax 3018.5 1217.2 9.26 -2.22 3028.9 1212.6 10.01 -2.2
C*H ax 3011.5 1220.3 -8.54 0.64 3035 1209.9 -3.96 0.83
CH2-â eq 3071.9 1193.9 -3.54 0.8 3070.9 1194.4 4.75 -0.81
ax 3048.8 1203.9 5.94 -0.68 3065.3 1196.8 3.16 0.68
CH2-ç eq 3063.1 1197.7 -0.12 0.01 3063.2 1197.7 0.12 -0.006
ax 3024 1214.8 0.09 -0.01 3036.2 1209.4 -0.21 0.005
CH3 3091.6 1185.6 1.72 -0.14 3094.1 1184.5 2.92 0.92
3089.3 1186.6 -1.59 0.43 3089.2 1186.6 4.73 -0.18
3073.7 1193.1 2.07 -0.17 3087.6 1187.3 -2.31 -0.34
a Assignment (1st column), ab initio calculated frequencies for the fundamental (¢V ) 1, 2nd and 6th columns), calculated wavelengths for the
2nd overtone (¢V ) 3, 3rd and 7th columns) as proposed in the text. Calculated rotational strengths out of GAUSSIAN for ¢V ) 1 in 10-44 esu2
cm2 units (4th and 8th columns) and based on the classical model presented in the text (5th and 9th columns) in 10-47 esu2 cm2 units.
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nicely in accord with the local mode hypothesis as described,
e.g., in refs 13 and 14. We have evaluated the overtone
frequencies at ¢Vs ) 3 from eq 1, using the various values of
ös0 in Tables 2-4 and łs ) 70 cm-1 for all CH local modes.
Such value for łs is slightly higher than the experimental value
for łs (Table 1), to substitute the effect of scaling factors usually
applied to ös. The corresponding calculated wavelength values
at ¢Vs ) 3 are given in column 3 of Tables 2-4. The same
procedure would be applicable to ¢Vs ) 4.
As experimentally observed, a broad distribution in wave-
length is predicted for (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone (Table
2) and (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone (Table 3); a very narrow
one is instead predicted for fenchone and camphor (Table 4).
(II) Dipole Strengths and Rotational Strengths. We propose
that the relative values of dipole strengths and rotational
strengths at ¢Vs ) 3 are the same as the relative values of dipole
strengths and rotational strengths calculated at ¢Vs ) 1 by
GAUSSIAN for the 16 d15-isotopomers of fenchone and
camphor (or the 12 d11 ones or 10 d9 ones for (3R)-(+)-
methylcyclohexanone and (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone). This
means ignoring electrical anharmonicity but assuming a con-
tribution to intensity due to dynamical anharmonicity as if a Vs,
ös0, and łs dependent scaling factor could be assumed con-
necting transition moments 0 f Vs with transition moments 0
f 1. This scaling is not taken into account in the results
presented below, since the purpose there is to reproduce the
general shape of both the absorption and VCD spectra. Assum-
ing dipole moment operators to linearly depend on CH-stretching
elongations (l - l0), it is appropriate to consider that for Morse
local oscillators with mechanical frequency ös0 and anharmo-
nicity łs, the transition moments of (l - l0) are given by39-41
The first equation is valid for any Vs; the latter one is valid
for low values of Vs. On this basis, the intensity scaling factor
from the 0 f 1 transition to the 0 f Vs transition is the ratio of
the squares of the transition moments of (l - l0), namely
where ”) ös0 /2łs and a is the characteristic Morse potential
parameter, related to łs.17,18 For Vs ) 3 such scaling factor is
approximately 0.00035 for all VCD rotational strengths of
Tables 2-4, columns 4 and 9. This scaling factor would take
these values calculated by GAUSSIAN for ¢Vs ) 1 to the order
of 10-47 esu2 cm2, which is what is expected. To facilitate
comparison with experiment, we report in Figure 5 the four
experimental absorption and VCD spectra at ¢Vs ) 3 for the
four molecules under study. We compare them with calculated
absorption and VCD spectra in Figure 6, obtained as follows.
To each calculated VCD feature of Tables 2-4 plus the
corresponding absorption features (and for the axial conforma-
tions of CH3 in the case of (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone and
(3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone), we prescribe a Lorentzian
profile with the ç parameter (see for example ref 5) equal to 10
nm and with areas equal to the calculated rotational strengths
and dipole strengths, respectively. As a result of the energy
difference in the two conformations for (3R)-(+)-methylcyclo-
pentanone and (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone, we have calcu-
lated the normalized Boltzmann coefficients at room temperature
to be 89% for the “equatorial” and 11% for the “axial”
conformer in (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone and 93% for the
“equatorial” and 7% for the “axial” conformer in (3R)-(+)-
methylcyclohexanone. The results may be considered quite
encouraging as far as the absorption spectra of the four
molecules are concerned and not too bad as far as the VCD
spectra are concerned, except for (1S)-(+)-fenchone. Indeed two
facts are accounted for: we predict and observe a narrow
absorption band for both camphor and fenchone, and we predict
and observe a broad absorption band for both (3R)-(+)-
methylcyclopentanone and (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone. More-
over the experimental VCD spectrum of (1S)-(-)-camphor is
predicted in the correct order, although the relative intensities
are incorrect, for the two opposite components of the bisignate
couplet observed in correspondence to the major absorption
peak. The (1S)-(+)-fenchone VCD spectrum is incorrectly
accounted for. The VCD spectra of (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopen-
TABLE 4: (1S)-(-)-Camphor and (1S)-(+)-Fenchonea
(1S)-(-)-camphor (1S)-(+)-fenchone
groups ös0 (cm-1) ì (¢Vs ) 3 (nm) R ab initio R pol. model groups ös0 (cm-1) ì (¢Vs ) 3 (nm) R ab initio R pol. model
CH* in 4 3091.9 1185.4 -1.05 0.20 CH* in 4 3090.8 1185.9 -1.12 0.22
CH2 in 3 3093.0 1185.0 5.68 2.51 CH2 in 7 3098.0 1182.9 3.09 -0.51
3089.1 1186.6 -6.68 -2.44 3077.4 1191.9 -4.64 0.50
CH2 in 5 3085.7 1188.0 -4.12 0.44 CH2 in 5 3114.1 1176.1 2.36 0.47
3093.9 1184.6 -5.62 -0.26 3077.9 1191.4 6.12 -0.28
CH2 in 6 3086.5 1187.7 -1.42 0.68 CH2 in 6 3084.2 1188.7 -3.63 0.70
3082.1 1189.6 4.18 -0.91 3073.1 1193.4 -3.66 -0.93
CH3 in 1 3090.3 1186.1 -3.06 0.15 CH3 in 1 3087.2 1187.4 -0.19 0.15
3098.1 1182.8 -1.38 -0.12 3095.5 1183.9 -4.10 -1.21
3104.6 1180.1 3.43 1.54 3104.0 1180.4 4.02 1.51
CH3 in 7a 3080.7 1190.2 -5.58 -0.62 CH3 in 3a 3108.7 1178.4 7.18 0.78
3089.9 1186.3 6.20 0.96 3113.7 1176.3 4.63 -0.64
3111.6 1177.2 0.66 0.04 3083.0 1189.2 -6.11 0.37
CH3 in 7b 3129.1 1169.9 0.93 0.24 CH3 in 3b 3115.5 1177.2 0.63 0.45
3088.1 1187.0 -5.59 -0.03 3108.1 1178.6 -7.87 -0.11
3077.8 1191.4 0.95 -0.28 3083.8 1188.8 1.91 -0.61
a Assignment (1st columns), ab initio calculated frequencies for the fundamental (¢V ) 1, 2nd columns), calculated wavelengths for the 2nd
overtone (¢V ) 3, 3rd columns) as proposed in the text. Calculated rotational strengths out of GAUSSIAN for ¢V ) 1 in 10-44 esu2 cm2 units (4th
columns) and based on the classical model presented in the text (5th columns) in 10-47 esu2 cm2 units.
〈0jl - l0jVs〉 )
xVs!(2K - 2Vs - 1)(2K - 1)(2K - 1)(2K - Vs) (-1/a)(-1)vsVs(2K - Vs - 1) =
(-1)vs(1/a)1
Vsx Vs!(2K)vs (4)
j〈0jl - l0jVs〉〈0jl - l0j1〉 j2 = 1Vs2( Vs!(2K)vs-1) (4′)
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tanone and (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone are interpreted on
the basis of the present calculations as both composed by two
series of closely lying bands: the first one is overall negative
at higher wavelength and the second one is overall positive at
shorter wavelength. For some reason the negative one is weak
for (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone and the positive one is weak
for (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone. Indeed the experiment
indicates just the presence of a strong negative VCD band for
(3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone and of a strong positive one
for (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone; however, the two bands
occur at different wavelengths, as predicted, and some minor
features of opposite sign are also observed. As one may notice
from Tables 2 and 3 though, the assignment of the negative
and positive VCD feature is different for (3R)-(+)-methyl-
cyclopentanone and (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone, with the
CH3 group in the equatorial position. In the former case the
two bands arise mainly from CH-stretchings in the R-position,
the higher wavelength one corresponding to pseudoaxial CHs
and the lower wavelength one to pseudoequatorial ones. Such
clear separation is not observed for (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohex-
anone.
As stated above, our approach is merely heuristic and as such
we ask the model to be judged and used on the basis of the
results, which we consider satisfactory here. However, a
justification of the validity of the present protocol lies on two
facts, which constitute the basic hypotheses of the model:
(i) One does not need to calculate frequencies, dipole
strengths, and rotational strengths for combination bands, the
Figure 5. Experimental NIR absorption and VCD spectra of (1S)-(+)-fenchone (top left), (1S)-(-)-camphor (bottom left), (3R)-(+)-
methylcyclopentanone (top right), and (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone (bottom right) in the range 1300-1100 nm (¢Vs ) 3, ¢Vb ) 0). The data for
the latter two molecules are repeated from ref 14. The VCD baselines in the figure are the VCD average spectra for fenchone and camphor as
defined in Figures 1 and 2 and are the VCD spectra of the racemic compounds for (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone and (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone.
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number of which increases with the power of the overtone order
(at ¢Vs ) 3 for fenchone and camphor it is 800). On the basis
of the local mode hypothesis,17,18 the latter transitions have
negligible probability to occur. One thus needs only to calculate
dipole strengths and rotational strengths for the 16 local mode
overtone transitions (for fenchone and camphor, and 12 and 10
for the other two molecules under examination).
(ii) To have nonzero dipole and rotational strengths for
overtone transitions, one needs to have mechanical anharmo-
nicity or electrical anharmonicity or both. To transfer, as we
have done in step II of the present approach, the dipole strengths
and rotational strengths from ¢Vs ) 1 to ¢Vs ) 3 is tantamount
to complying with the hypothesis of electrical harmonicity and
thus to exploiting the polar tensors and axial tensors42 calculated
in the GAUSSIAN package. In this approach we effectively
attribute to the sole mechanical anharmonicity, generating
anharmonic wave functions, the possibility of observing absorp-
tion and VCD signals at the overtones’ orders. In this hypothesis
Figure 6. Calculated NIR absorption and VCD spectra of (1S)-(+)-fenchone (top left), (1S)-(-)-camphor (bottom left), (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone
(top right), and (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone (bottom right) in the range 1300-1100 nm (¢Vs ) 3, ¢Vb ) 0). Calculations are based solely on
the results of GAUSSIAN as described in the text. Lorentzian profiles assigned to each vibrational local mode transition with the appropriate dipole
and rotational strength (ç parameter ) 10 nm). For the latter two molecules the thermal averages for the conformers with the CH3 group in the
equatorial and axial positions have been taken at room temperature (see text). Notice that the ordinate axes in both calculated absorption and VCD
spectra are arbitrary.
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the dipole and rotational strengths for overtone transitions may
be calculated from the corresponding quantities of the funda-
mental transition multiplied by the scaling factor given in eq
4′. In the case of almost equivalent oscillators, the scaling factor
due to the mechanical part is almost identical for all oscillators
and any difference has been ignored here.
(b2) Approach Based on ab Initio plus Classical Calculations.
By this second approach we calculate the frequencies for just
the local mode transitions exactly as done in paragraph b1.
Instead, we calculate dipole and rotational strengths for the same
transitions as follows. For each local mode associated with the
jth CH-stretching lj in the Vjth vibrational local mode overtone,
we assume that the transition moment for the electric dipole
moment is known: íVj ) 〈0jíjVj〉 (e.g., from experiments on
overtones such as in ref 41). Following loosely the approach of
ref 22, we can calculate the instantaneous electric field EVj
Figure 7. Calculated NIR absorption and VCD spectra of (1S)-(+)-fenchone (top left), (1S)-(-)-camphor (bottom left), (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone
(top right), and (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone (bottom right) in the range 1300-1100 nm (¢Vs ) 3, ¢Vb ) 0). Calculations are based on the
results of GAUSSIAN for wavelengths and on the results of the polarizability model described in the text for the evaluation of dipole and rotational
strengths. Lorentzian profiles assigned to each vibrational local mode transition with the appropriate dipole and rotational strength (ç parameter )
10 nm). For the latter two molecules the thermal averages for the conformers with the CH3 group in the equatorial and axial positions have been
taken at room temperature (see text). Notice that the ordinate axes in both calculated absorption and VCD spectra are arbitrary.
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generated by íVj at a given point P with oriented distance r
from the point dipole íVj by the equation
Here ej is the unit vector along the jth CH bond and r is the
absolute value of r. If at r there is a polarizable group with a
polarizability tensor ((R)), an induced electric dipole moment
is generated from the electric field of eq 5; we indicate it by
íVjI and calculate it as
Following ref 22, on the basis of the fundamental paper by
Condon,43 we can calculate a subsequent magnetic dipole
moment being generated as
where i is the imaginary unit and öVj is the frequency associated
with the transition j0〉 f jVj〉. The associated rotational strength
RVj is then calculated through the Rosenfeld formula and using
eq 7, i.e.
At this point one can draw two conclusions: (a) eq 8 is origin-
independent since, due to eqs 7, 6, and 5, it depends on the
relative distance r between inducing moment, where the actual
vibration takes place, and the polarizable group. (b) the sign of
RVj is independent of the transition order and depends just on
“static” properties such as geometry (r and ej) or the polariz-
ability ((R)). The latter property is important and may explain
the observation that the sign of the observed rotational strengths
is independent of ¢Vs.13,14 In particular we notice that if the
transition moments íVj changed from overtone to overtone, even
reversing direction, this would still be true. Of course the
prediction of the same qualitative VCD spectrum for all ¢Vs is
also contained in protocol b1)
We set jíVjj ) 0.353  10-3 e Å, as taken from Table 4 of
ref 41 for ¢Vs ) 3 in cyclohexane CHs for all j, i.e., for all the
CH bonds in (1S)-(+)-fenchone, (1S)-(-)-camphor, (3R)-(+)-
methylcyclohexanone, and (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone; for
all four molecules we take a common polarizability tensor of
the CdO bond located at the center of the CdO bond as
The tensor in eq 9 is given in the principal axes of the group
polarizability, where the z axis coincides with the CdO bond,
the x axis is perpendicular to the CCCdO plane, and the y axis
lies in the CCCdO plane and is perpendicular to CdO. These
values are not too far from those of formaldehyde as reported
by Applequist et al.;23 they are slightly lower than in form-
aldehyde in order to subtract the contribution of formaldehyde
hydrogens and to account for just the effect of the CdO bond.
The geometries of all of the molecules, which are crucial for
the calculations implied by eqs 4 and 6, are for the most probable
conformations calculated by GAUSSIAN 9819 (with the choice
B3LYP/6-31G** for the functional/basis set).
The results are reported in Tables 2, 3, and 4 and in Figure
7, where again the graphical results for (3R)-(+)-methylcyclo-
pentanone and (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone are the thermal
averages for the equatorial and axial conformers for the CH3
group, whereas in Table 3 we just report the results for the most
populated conformer. The results are of the same general quality
as those reported with protocol b1. Still, with (1S)-(+)-fenchone
we predict a bisignate VCD feature, which the experiment does
not bear. However the general aspect of the VCD and absorption
spectra of (1S)-(-)-camphor, (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone,
and (3R)-(+)-methylcyclohexanone is consonant with experi-
ment and slightly better than what calculated with protocol b1.
For fenchone still the general aspect of the absorption spectrum
is correctly predicted by the model.
IV. Conclusions
The study of the absorption and VCD spectra for the CH-
stretching fundamental, for the first three CH-stretching overtone
regions, and for the first three CH-stretching/HCH-bending
combination regions for camphor and fenchone has allowed us
to clarify the role of CH-stretchings in the generation of
vibrational optical activity in the case of cyclic ketones. Second
but also important, we were able to come up with a first
qualitative interpretation of the role of CH-stretchings in CH-
stretchings/HCH-bendings combinations regions. A correlative
study of the data has allowed us to explain the importance of
the cyclopentanone ring in the generation of vibrational optical
Figure 8. Experimental infrared absorption and circular dichroism
spectra in the fundamental range of CH-stretchings (top) and CD-
stretchings for 2,2,5,5-d4- (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone. Data taken
at the University of Minnesota in 1982 with a dispersive apparatus.
CaF2 cell with 0.06-mm path length used; 0.05 M solution in CCl4.
EVj(r) ) jíVjj [3r(r.ej) - ejr2]/r5 (5)
íVj
I(r) ) ((R))EVj(r) (6)
〈Vjjmj0〉 ) iöVj r  íVjI (7)
RVj ) Im〈0jíjVj〉â〈Vjjmj0〉 (8)
((R)) [Å3] ) [2.0 0 00 2.0 00 0 2.3 ] (9)
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activity in the near-infrared for these molecules. In particular
we have pointed out that the three CH-stretchings in the
cyclopentanone ring of camphor and fenchone could account
for the observed VCD.
In the final part of the paper we report on two types of
calculations, which are both based on the calculations of
harmonic mechanical frequencies by use of an ab initio package
for H1-isotopomers, the rest of the hydrogen atoms being
substituted by deuterium atoms. Complementing these calcula-
tions with the use of the Birge-Sponer law with an ad hoc, but
in any case reasonable, choice for the value of the anharmonicity
constant, we find a quite acceptable interpretation of the
bandwidth and shape of the overtone absorption and VCD
spectra. The two approaches differ in the calculation of dipole
and rotational strengths: in the first case we transfer the results
of the ab initio calculations for ¢Vs ) 1 to the region ¢Vs ) 3
Figure 9. Calculated infrared absorption and vibrational circular dichroism spectra in the fundamental range of CH-stretchings (top) and CD-
stretchings for 2,2,5,5-d4- (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone (bottom), according to the two approaches presented here. On the left we report the
results obtained with GAUSSIAN for the frequencies, dipole strengths, and rotational strengths. On the right we report the results obtained with
GAUSSIAN for frequencies and with the classical model discussed in the text for dipole strengths and rotational strengths. In all cases Lorentzian
profiles were assigned to all transitions with ç ) 10 cm-1. The thermal average for the conformers with the CH3 group in the equatorial and axial
positions has been taken at room temperature (see text). Notice that the ordinate axes in both calculated transmittance and VCD spectra are arbitrary.
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and further; in the second one we employ a model that allows
us to evaluate the contribution of the polarizability of the CdO
to dipole and rotational strengths.
The two approaches provide qualitatively similar results and
this makes us think that the mechanism for the generation of
the magnetic dipole moment due to local stretching vibrations
is largely due to polarization of the electrons in the CdO bond.
The polarizability effect is particularly important for CHs close
to the CdO bond (see eq 5), and this may explain why the
VCD spectra of (1S)-(+)-fenchone are not correctly interpreted,
no CH bond being close to CdO. Also, this may give some
credit to empirical interpretations of the VCD spectra presented
at the beginning of the paper, namely that the only CHs being
important for VCD are those of the cyclopentanone ring.
The question now arises whether these approaches may be
extended to either the fundamental CH-stretching region or to
other CH-stretching overtone regions. We think that this is viable
for ¢Vs ) 4 and over, where the local mode scheme works.
However, we defer this to later studies, whereby the evaluation
of łs be also made via ab initio methods. Indeed the extension
to ¢Vs ) 4 implies that VCD and absorption spectra be identical
in shape to ¢Vs ) 3, and this is what is actually observed (see
Figures 1 and 2 and refs 13 and 14). For ¢Vs ) 1 (fundamental
region) normal modes are definitely present;17,18,27,31 however,
unless strong anharmonic effects, such as Fermi resonance, are
present, the straight calculations from GAUSSIAN on the
“undeuterated” molecule provides acceptable results; the po-
larizability approach instead should be complemented with
addition of coupled dipole moments contributions. We did so
for R,R,R′,R′-d4-(3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone, for which we
report in Figure 8 the experimental absorption and VCD spectra
in the CH-stretching and CD-stretching regions. In Figure 9 we
report the results of the two types of calculations, where the
frequencies were evaluated still by the use of eq 1 with łs )
35 cm-1 for all CD-stretching modes and łs ) 70 cm-1 for all
CH-stretching modes. This is consistent with what was done
for ¢Vs ) 3, since although harmonic frequencies are inversely
proportional to the square root of the mass, anharmonicities are
inversely proportional to the mass.17,18,20 Besides, in the second
type of calculations, we set jíVjj ) 1.33  10-2 e Å, as taken
from Table 4 of ref 41 for Vs ) 1 in cyclohexane, to all CH
(and CD) bonds of the molecule under study. We point out that
in Figure 9 the thermal averages for the two most populated
conformers for (3R)-(+)-methylcyclopentanone were considered,
with the appropriate Boltzmann coefficients calculated at room
temperature. The results are quite good for both types of
calculations: the bisignate feature at high wavenumbers for the
second type of calculations is due to two closely lying features
of opposite sign, the sum of which is positive, as of the
experiment; the negative feature would not manifest itself if
the ç parameter of the Lorentzian profile were larger. We have
verified that in the CD-stretching region the dipole-dipole
coupling contribution, which is the contribution most typical
of normal modes, is not as important as the polarizability
contribution. Instead, for the highest frequency bands of the
CH-stretching region, it works the other way around. Finally
we notice that the interpretation of the ¢Vs ) 2 region is
impossible at the moment, since therein the presence and
relevance of combination bands has been amply demonstrated
in the literature17,18,32 whereas here the combination modes are
neglected.
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